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Abstract—The importance of force measurement and backdrivability in realizing force sensitive actuator is widely acknowledged. There are studies on fidelity of torque sensors and backdrivability individually, but limited study are made on investigating effect of torque fidelity and backdrivability on force sensitivity of the actuation system. In this paper, we developed backdrivable electro-hydrostatic actuator equipped with torque sensor to analyze the effect of torque fidelity and backdrivability on force sensitive control system. We implemented friction compensation controller and evaluated force sensitivity of the actuator by residual friction torque after the friction compensation. Method using pressure sensor and torque sensor were compared. Effect of backdrivability was performed by comparing friction torque of Harmonic Drive joint and joint with developed actuator.

I. INTRODUCTION

In early days of robotics, vast majority of the control objective was to follow the desired trajectory as precisely as possible. The joints were high-gain position controlled to follow given trajectory of either an end-effector or each joints. The term “robustness” was used for disturbance rejection capability of trajectory following. On the other hand, applications as prosthetic devices, which interact with human, have always considered the flexibility of the device as fundamental requirement of physical interaction. The importance of physical human robot interaction has increasing importance, not only in prosthetic devices, but also in service robots. Now, even the industrial robots are expected to work together with human operators.

The flexibility, mentioned above, implies force sensitivity since desired task cannot always be accomplished only being flexible; joint must generate adequate torque. For the robots to be force sensitive, robots must feel the applied force. Tactile sensing is the simplest way, but in general, total force acting on the robot is difficult to be measured only with tactile sensors. The most common method of force control is the use of 6-axis force sensor mounted on the wrist of the end-effector[1]. There are also works to install joint torque sensors as [2], [3], which enables the robot to make contact with environment at any link of the robot. This method has good property from the collocation point of view.

However, force (torque) sensor based force control, with few exceptions, rely on control to realize force sensitivity. Admittance control [4] is commonly used in force sensor based force control, but in practice it is known to have stability issue when the robot makes hard contact. Impedance control is known to be more stable, but it requires backdrivability of the actuator system. Backdrivability is the passive property of the actuator system that the output axis of the actuator can be driven passively with external force applied to output axis[5]. This property is not guaranteed in all actuator systems due to the friction in the system. Normal worm gears are known to be non-backdrivable. Non-backdrivable actuators are also called to have “self locking” property, which is useful in some cases. In non-backdrivable actuators, force control must be done through position control, which limits the controllability. Hence for robots to be truly force sensitive, actuator must be backdrivable.

There are works on torque sensors as listed previously. There are works on backdrivability as well[6], [7], [5]. However, there were few research that investigate contribution of force measurement performance and backdrivability on system’s force sensitivity.

Our aim of this paper is to investigate contribution and effect of torque sensing and backdrivability on force sensitive control systems. To accomplish the objective, we developed an backdrivable electro-hydrostatic actuator with a torque sensor we named “torque encoder”[8]. In this paper, we first explain the structure of the developed actuator. We then evaluated how the use of torque encoder affects the torque sensitivity by comparing performance of friction compensation on the developed actuator.

II. ELECTRO-HYDROSTATIC ACTUATORS (EHAS) AND FORCE SENSITIVE CONTROL ON EHAS

Electro-Hydrostatic Actuators (EHAs) are displacement control type hydraulic systems that usually consist of a pair of a hydraulic pump and a hydraulic motor. Unlike resistance control type hydraulic systems with servo valves, EHAs require no valve to control supply energy to the hydraulic motors. Instead, EHAs adjust either displacement or rotation of the pump to control amount of energy being supplied to hydraulic motors. In general, EHAs have significant advantage on efficiency due to its control principle and equivalent serial resistance. In this work, we used an EHA with fixed displacement pump to further reduce the friction, size, and weight to be suitable as a robot actuator.

EHAs reduces speed and gains torque with Pascal’s principle and difference in moment arm. Pumps have small
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Worm gears also become backdrivable with appropriate design.
surface area and small moment arm, where hydraulic motors typically have large surface area and large moment arm. Since there is no friction involved in the reduction process, transmission friction becomes small compared to gear drives, especially the reduction ratio is high. This low friction property enhances backdrivability of the actuation system. In our work, we intentionally allow very small amount of internal leakage in the hydraulic motor and in the pump. This internal leakage reduces friction and introduces underactuated degree of freedom that decouples pump side and hydraulic motor side dynamics. This decoupling enhances backdrivability[9].

In the developed actuator, we followed basic concept of our previous work [10] that combines trochoid type inner gear pump and double vane rotary hydraulic motor. Outlook of the actuator system in 2-link configuration is shown in Fig. 2.

Our fundamental objective is to develop backdrivable actuator. In general, contact seals are used in hydraulic pumps and motors to enhance volumetric efficiency. Since contact seals introduce large friction, we avoid the use of contact seals except for seal at pump input axis and hydraulic motor output axis. We want to have minimum clearance between rotating components to have minimum internal leakage, which degrades transmission efficiency. Large internal leakage is not necessary from backdrivability point of view. On the other hand, small clearance increases viscous frictional force from drag, which also degrades transmission efficiency. They are contradicting conditions. However, the internal leakage flow rate is proportional to cubic of the gap where the drag force in inverse proportional to the gap. Vane tips were carefully designed using this principle.

For the force sensitive controller, friction compensation based on disturbance observer[11], [12] was used. This method was first introduced by De Luca et al.[13] as fault detection in manipulator, which was then applied to friction compensation by Tien et al. [11]. We proposed the application of this method on EHA[12]. In [11], output torque was measured with a torque sensor. In an EHA, output torque can be estimated with pressure sensors, which are small and very rigid. However, the use of pressure sensor have disadvantage that it cannot observe nor compensate the friction at the output axis seal.

We estimate pump friction \( \hat{\tau}_{1f} \) with (1), where \( \hat{\tau}_{1f} \) is the estimated value of the friction.

\[
\tau_1 = J_1 \ddot{q}_1 + k_{13} p_1 + \hat{\tau}_{1f} \tag{1}
\]

\[
\hat{\tau}_{1f} = -L J_1 \left( \dot{q}_1 - \dot{\hat{q}}_1 \right) \tag{2}
\]

Here, \( L \) is the observer gain and \( k_{13} \) is the constant that converts pump discharge pressure \( p_1 \) to pump torque \( \tau_1 \) in static state. \( \hat{\theta}_1 \) is the observer state. The estimate \( \hat{\tau}_{1f} \) converges to \( \tau_{1f} \) with time constant \( 1/L \) as stated in [13],[11].

As an implementation, (3) is used instead of (1) to compensate friction from hydraulic tubes.

\[
\tau_1 = J_1 \ddot{q}_1 + k_{13} p_2 + \hat{\tau}_{1f} \tag{3}
\]

The estimated friction \( \hat{\tau}_{1f} \) is added to desired input torque in feed-forward manner to compensate the friction.

III. STRUCTURE OF TORQUE ENCODERS

Output axis torque sensors can measure torque acting on output axis. The issues of using a torque sensor on a robot are size, weight, and elasticity. To have high sensitivity measurement, following combinations are possible: (a) low stiffness flexure and no filter (b) rigid flexure and low bandwidth filter. Method (a) increases the signal magnitude to enhance signal to noise (S/N) ratio. Method (b) suppresses noise to enhance S/N ratio. In either cases, delay is introduced in the control system that limits control bandwidth. As a result, dynamic performance is sacrificed. This trade-off is the innate property of the torque sensing and control.

The key to overcome this trade-off is to enhance sensing S/N ratio. The most commonly used sensing device in torque
sensors are strain gauges [14] and optical detectors[15], [16]. However, these sensors require delicate analog signal processing, which is likely to have low noise immunity. Kawakami et al. [8] developed “Torque Encoders” that sense torque with high resolution linear encoder. Linear encoders are, from its principle, robust against noise contamination. We succeeded in realizing S/N ratio 7 times higher compared to that of strain gauge torque sensors. We have investigated in the mechanism to suppress crosstalk element of the torque measurement for torque encoders as in [17]. Measurement crosstalk is the measurement interference of non-measurement direction 5 axis forces.

To suppress crosstalk in torque encoder, relative stiffness between the encoder head and the scale must be high in all direction except for the measurement direction. Or in other word, stiffness between the encoder head or scale and the flexure must be low in these directions. In previous study [17], it was realized by using fixture with different thickness so that the stiffness between the encoder head and the flexure becomes high and the stiffness between the scale and the flexure becomes low. In this paper, we modified the encoder scale fixture to further decouple axial load acting between encoder head and scale. This is done by introducing a notch on a fixture holding the scale as shown in Fig. 3.

Friction compensation using torque encoder is similar to the friction compensation with pressure sensors as shown in (1) and (2). The difference is that instead of using $k_{13}p_2$ for output torque estimation, output torque can directly be measured with the torque encoder. Putting the measured output torque $\tau_1^*$, the disturbance observer is given by (4) and (5).

\[
\begin{align*}
\tau_1 &= J_1\ddot{\theta}_1 + \tau_1^* + \hat{\tau}_{1f} \\
\dot{\hat{\tau}}_{1f} &= -LJ_1(\dot{\theta}_1 - \dot{\hat{\theta}}_1)
\end{align*}
\]

IV. EHA WITH TORQUE ENCODER

Our objective of this paper is to investigate the contribution of backdrivability and torque measurement performance in force sensitivity of a robot actuator. In order to achieve this objective, we need to combine high sensitivity torque sensor with high backdrivability actuator. We developed backdrivable EHA with torque encoder.

With a torque encoder, we can measure output torque without the measurement error of output axis oil seal friction, which we cannot be eliminated with pressure sensors based output torque estimation. However, there are more advantages. EHA have high actuator system stiffness because there is no elastic element as harmonic drive flexspline. To maintain this stiffness, torque sensor also is required to have high stiffness. From this point of view, torque encoder is suitable torque sensing device for EHA.

We designed EHA for manipulator as shown in Fig. 2. Based on the design in [10], we scaled up the power capacity from 100W in [10] to 200W that is presented in this paper. There are some design variations from [10] to make the actuator suitable for manipulator purpose.

1) Opposite side to output axis was made to have flange surface to mount torque encoder
2) Tubes leading out from the vane motor is placed on cylinder surface to have space on both sides to be used for fixing the actuator to the links
3) Use double angular bearing support to realize high rigidity

Fig. 4 shows the outlook of the developed vane motor. The simplified joint structure is shown in Fig. 5. Fig. 6 shows developed torque encoder that fits to the EHA. One side of the torque encoder is designed to serve as bearing axis to minimize size and weight of the actuator. Table I shows specifications of the developed torque encoder. The pump looks almost identical to that of [10], just motor and pulley being modified. Table II shows specification of the designed EHA.

V. EXPERIMENT

A. Crosstalk Evaluation

To measure the amount of crosstalk, external torque was applied in the direction perpendicular to the measurement direction. Applied external torque was measured with a force gauge. Ideally, output from torque encoder should show 0 regardless the external torque, but in reality, some amount of...
the torque is observed as crosstalk. We used next equation as the evaluation value of crosstalk.

$$\hat{\tau}_x = \max \frac{|\tau_x(\tau_i)|}{\tau_i}$$  \(\text{Eq. (6)}\)

Here, applied torque is $\tau_i$, amount of measured torque is $\tau_x(\tau_i)$, and $\hat{\tau}_x$ is the evaluation value of the crosstalk.

The result of the evaluation is shown in Table III. In the table, “No Mechanism” means the case without crosstalk suppression mechanism. “Original Mechanism” means the case with the fixture in [17]. “Proposed Mechanism” is the result of proposed structure. From the result, use of proposed structure showed 8% less crosstalk compared to the original mechanism.

### B. Friction Compensation in Small Movements

To evaluate force sensitivity of actuators, we used residual friction torque after friction compensation as a measure. Active and passive property were examined to investigate effect of backdrivability and torque sensing performance. The evaluation was done with the test apparatus shown in Fig. 7. Displacement was applied to actuator with wire connected to the force gauge, which is mounted on a linear stage that moves with constant speed. Applied torque was calculated from the measured wire tension and joint angle.

First, behavior from stop to moving state was examined. Actuator was pulled with the speed of $2.19 \times 10^{-3}$ rad/s. The result is shown in Fig. 8 and Table IV.

The test started from the wire being slack, resulting input torque being 0 in the beginning. The reason that the friction torque rise smoothly in Fig. 8 is slackness and elasticity of the wire. From the result, we can see that the pressure based friction compensation does not operate at this low speed. This is due to the lack of sensitivity of the pressure sensors that they could not detect the applied force; resultant pressure is proportional to applied velocity when there is internal leakage. On the other hand, when the torque encoder was used, direct output axis torque sensing was effective in detecting the external force. Residual friction torque was reduced to 1.2% of non-controlled case.

As the evaluation of backdrivability, we applied torque to non-controlled Harmonic Drive joint [8] in same way. The application of the proposed mechanism for crosstalk reduction further demonstrates improved performance.
difference in $S/N$ ratio comes from the difference in force gauge used. Harmonic drive joint required larger torque to backdrive that required the use of force gauge with different range. However, this was not fair comparison because the maximum output torque differs between the EHA and Harmonic Drive joint. To make the comparison fair, we scaled the result of Harmonic Drive joint with the maximum torque. This result is labeled “Harmonic Drive Joint Scaled.” Still, from the result, passive friction torque was 36% lower than that of scaled data of Harmonic Drive joint. We also observed smoother friction torque from EHA. The fluctuation of friction of Harmonic Drive is expected to come from the movement of the wave generator in Harmonic Drive.

C. Friction Compensation in Larger Movements

Next, we observed the difference in behavior of friction compensation methods for larger movements. To avoid the wires getting slack, we used compliance control to give pretension to the wire. This time, since the stroke of the linear stage was not sufficient, displacement were manually given.

Fig. 9 shows angle-torque relation of the result. Fig. 10 shows time series data of single forward-backward motion extracted from second hysteresis loop of Fig. 9. The displacement was given with same speed to previous test with small error, which is $2.19 \times 10^{-3}$ rad/s. This can be observed from bottom figure of Fig. 10. The amount of friction was estimated from the exerted torque $\tau_e$ and desired torque $\tau_d = K\theta$, where $K$ is the desired stiffness and $\theta$ being the angular displacement. Estimated friction torque is given with $\tau_f = \tau_d - \tau_e$.

From Fig. 9 and Fig. 10, we can observe stable behavior of the friction compensation at larger movement. Friction torque of the case without friction compensation shows large friction torque from the friction in the pump, which is magnified by the reduction ratio in observation. In larger movement, pressure based friction compensation is active. The friction compensation reduces the pump friction, but still maximum friction torque of 2 Nm is observed. This comes from uncompensated friction of the pump and output axis oil seal. The positive correlation of friction torque and desired torque comes from uncompensated viscous friction in the pump. We can roughly see the difference in friction torque of pressure based control and torque encoder based control as the friction torque of output axis oil seal. Exerted torque in the beginning does not becomes 0 due to the static friction of previous movement.

From this evaluation, we can also observe accuracy of the force control. Result is shown in Table V. From the result, we can see the effect of friction compensation for both torque encoder and pressure sensor. We observe reduction in amount of hysteresis and accuracy of realized stiffness. The difference between torque encoder and pressure sensor is in torque encoder, friction of output axis can be compensated where it is not possible with pressure sensors.

VI. Conclusions

The objective of this paper was to investigate contribution and effect of torque sensing and backdrivability in force...
sensitive control systems by evaluating force control performance on one backdrivable actuator with multiple force sensors with different property. We developed an backdrivable electro-hydrostatic actuator with torque encoder and implemented friction compensation controller that use pressure sensors and torque encoder for comparison. Followings are the conclusions of this paper.

1) Developed EHA with suitable structure to be used in manipulator. Design of the EHA was performed with scalability.
2) Developed torque encoder to be used with EHA. Crosstalk suppression mechanism reduced crosstalk by 66%. The suppression performance enhanced by 8% compared to previous method.
3) Under low speed (2.19×10⁻³ rad/s) with 0 torque control, pressure sensor based friction compensation was not effective. This is due to the torque sensing property of pressure sensors that sensitivity is dependent on the velocity.
4) Torque encoder based friction compensation reduced residual friction by 98.8%.
5) Friction in passive backdriving in EHA was 64% of that of Harmonic Drive, which shows the high backdrivability of EHA.
6) At larger movement, both pressure sensor and torque encoder were effective. This is due to compliance control, which generated momentum at pump, which is necessary in disturbance observer being used. Accuracy and hysteresis were best with torque encoder. This is due to the fact that torque encoders can measure output axis oil seal friction that is possible with pressure sensors.
7) Output axis torque sensing is effective when the physical accuracy of the force control and accuracy in low speed is important. Pressure sensor is effective for application that is too small to use torque encoders. In all cases, high backdrivability actuator is desirable.
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